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Introduction

Horizontal In-Place
Inclinometers

The horizontal in-place inclinometer system consists of inclinometer 
casing and a string of in-place inclinometer sensors.

The inclinometer casing provides access for subsurface measurements, 
controls the orientation of the sensors, and moves with the surrounding 
ground.

In horizontal installations, the casing is installed in a trench or horizon-
tal borehole. One set of grooves must be aligned to vertical, as shown in 
the drawing at left. The grooves control the orientation of the sensors.

The linked sensors are pushed into the casing. Stainless steel tubing, 
clamped at the collar of the casing, holds the sensors in the proper
location. 

The sensors measure inclination from horizontal. As ground movement 
occurs, the casing moves with it, changing the inclination of the sensors 
inside the casing. The inclination measurements are then processed to 
provide displacement readings (heave or settlement) in mm or inches.

In most applications, sensors are connected to a data acquisition
system and data processing is completed by a computer program.

In horizontal installations, one 
pair of casing grooves must be 
aligned to vertical.

Ve
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Inclinometer casing controls the orientation of the sensors .

Sensors are inserted with fixed 
wheels down. The gauge length of each sensor is the 

distance between the fixed wheels. 
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Sensor Components In-place sensors can be installed as a single sensor or as a string of 
linked sensors. The drawing at right shows both.

An individual sensor includes a sensor body, a gauge tube, a top wheel, 
and a bottom wheel.

A string of linked sensors includes n sensor bodies, 
n gauge tubes, a top wheel, a bottom wheel, and n-1 middle wheels.

Sensor bodies  can contain uniaxial or biaxial sensors, but look the 
same.

Gauge tubes  are sized to make gauge lengths of 1, 2, or 3 m (or 3, 5, and 
10') when joined to a sensor body and wheels.

Top wheels have an eyelet for attaching a stainless steel suspension 
cable. They also have a socket for connecting to a gauge tube.

Bottom wheels attach directly to the bottom of the sensor. They have no 
socket.

Middle wheels are used to link sensors. The middle wheel attaches 
directly to the bottom of the sensor sensor and has a socket for connect-
ing to the gauge tube from the sensor below.
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Sensor Components,
Cont.

Placement Tube is used to push the inclinometer into position and 
then keep it there. Generally supplied in 10 ft or 3 m lengths.

Couplings are used for joining multiple sections of placement tubing.

End Clamp assembly rests at open end of casing to secure and center 
placement tubing.
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Preparations for Installation

Check Sensors 1. Check each sensor. See the “Manual Readings” chapter for instruc-
tions.

2. Make a note of the serial number of each sensor and its intended 
position when installed. 

3. Check that cable lengths are accurate and that each cable has an ID 
tag (not supplied). 

4. Mark sensors for order of installation.

Prepare
Suspension Cable

1. Check project specifications for intended depth of top sensor. 

2. Determine the required depth of the top wheels of the top sensor.

3. Determine the distance between the top wheels and the top of the 
casing. Cut the stainless steel suspension cable to this length.

4. Connect suspension cable to top wheel as shown in the drawing.

5. Connect suspension cable to the chain as shown in the drawing. 

Attach
Gauge Tubing

1.  Remove screw from socket.

2.  Align hole in gauge tube with hole in socket, 
then insert gauge tube into socket.

3. Insert screw and tighten to secure the gauge 
tube.

4. No further pre-assembly is recommended.

Gather Tools  Vice grips (clamping pliers) for holding gauge tubing while
connecting adjacent sensors.

 Allen wrench for screws that securing gauge tubing.
 Cable ties or vinyl tape to secure cable to gauge tubing.
 Optional: 13/16 in (or adjustable) wrench for tightening placement 

tube coupligns.
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Installation

Installation
Overview

1. Lay out sensors in order of installation. 

2. Align the first sensor with the vertical grooves of the casing and 
insert the sensor with its fixed wheel pointing downwards.

3. Push the sensor into the casing leaving the top end of the gauge tube 
exposed.

4. Connect the next sensor to the exposed gauge tube and push it into 
the casing.

5.  Continue until entire string is installed.

6. Connect the top wheel and suspension kit and lower the sensors to 
their final location.

7. Finish off by installing the top clamp assembly.

Install the
 First Sensor

1. Verify casing grooves are oriented vertically to allow correct moni-
toring of ground movement. Orient the first sensor with the vertical 
grooves and insert the sensor with the fixed wheels pointing down.

2. Secure the signal cable to the gauge tubing and continue inserting the 
sensor. Leave approximately 150 mm (6 in) of the gauge tube exposed 
to facilitate attaching the next sensor. 
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Install the
Next Sensor

1. Verify correct fixed wheel orientation of the next sensor and connect 
to the exposed gauge tube of the first sensor.

2. Secure the signal cable to the gauge tubing and continue inserting 
sensor.

3. Continue adding sensors, as shown in the illustration below, until the 
string is complete. Leave a portion of the final sensor’s gauge tube 
exposed.

Important  Do not allow the installed sensor to twist in the casing, as this may 
damage the wheels or pop them out of the grooves.

 When you lower the sensor into the casing, check that the fixed wheel 
is aligned in the proper direction.

 Secure cables neatly, so that they do not cross each other.

Terminating the
Installation

Several components are available to facilitate the termination of the 
horizontal installation. These include a top wheel assembly, placement 
tubes, couplings for joining tubes, and an end clamp assembly.
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Install the Top Wheel
Assembly

1. Verify the correct fixed wheel orientation of the top wheel assembly 
and connect to the gauge tube. The top wheel assembly completes the 
gauge length of the final sensor.

2. The top wheel assembly is not required if the gauge length of the final 
sensor is terminated by the top clamp assembly.

Install the Placement
Tube

1. Attach the placement tube to the top wheel assembly and push the 
sensor string into the casing. Leave approximately 150 mm (6 in) of 
the placement tube exposed. Note that the placement tube attaches to 
the top wheel assembly using the same procedure as attaching gauge 
tubes.

2. Arrange the cables so they do not cross and secure them to the place-
ment tube with tape or cable ties. If possible, cables should NOT 
touch the casing wall.

3. A coupling (shown below) can be used to join two placement tubes.
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Install End Clamp
Assembly

1. Slide the end clamp over the placement tube or gauge tube and onto 
the casing, positioning the sensor string into its final location.

2. Tighten the screw holding the top clamp to the placement/gauge 
tube.

3. Tighten the top clamp onto the casing.

4. Note that in horizontal installations, the sensors are normally pushed 
into the casing. This process puts the mechanical linkage into com-
pression. If possible, put the linkage into tension, by pushing the sen-
sors deeper into the casing and then pulling them back into position.

Note on
Retrieving Sensors

When you withdraw the sensors, you must disassemble the string and 
remove sensors one at a time from the casing. Otherwise there is a good 
chance that sensor wheels and gauge tubes will be damaged.

1. Draw each sensor upwards.

2. Clamp the gauge tube of the sensor below

3. Disconnect the sensor, and repeat. If you intend to reinstall the sen-
sors, check that they are still numbered for order of installation
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Manual Readings

Introduction Manual readings are useful for testing the system before the
data acquisition system is set up. 

EL/MEMS
 Data Recorder

1. Connect sensor to readout as shown in the table below.

2. Switch on. Choose uniaxial or biaxial sensor. 

3. Tilt is displayed in volts. Temperature is displayed in degrees C.

Test Readings 1. When the sensor body is vertical, you should see a reading of about 
0.0 Vdc in both axes.

2. The A-axis sensor measures tilt in the plane of the wheels. Tilting the 
sensor to 10 degrees should provide a reading of ±2.2 to 2.3 Volts. 
The fixed wheel points to the positive direction. See drawing on in 
the data reduction section.

3. The B-axis sensor (available with biaxial sensors only) is rotated 90 
degrees from the A-axis sensor. Tilting the sensor to 10 degrees 
should provide a reading of ±2.2 to 2.3 Volts. The plane 90 degrees 
clockwise from the fixed wheel is the positive direction.

4. At 25 degrees C, the thermistor reading should be about 1 Vdc.

Data Recorder Terminal Signal Cable Wire 

1 Tilt A Orange

2 Tilt B Blue

3 Temp Red

4 Sig Common Yellow

5 Sense Violet

6 Power + Green

7 Power - Black

8 Shield Drain Wire
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Data Reduction

Introduction Data reduction is usually automated because it involves a large number 
of readings and a large number of calculations. 

Here, we explain the sensor calibration record and provide an example 
of converting a single reading in volts to tilt in mm per meter and tilt in 
degrees.

Calibration Record A calibration record is provided with each sensor. Use sensor serial 
numbers to match sensors with their calibrations. Calibrations are 
unique for each sensor.

Factors for tilt are C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5. A-axis factors have an A 
prefix: AC0, AC1, AC2, AC3, AC4, and AC5. B-axis factors have a B 
prefix.

Converting Volts
to Tilt

To convert a reading in volts to tilt, use the following formula:
Tilt = C5 x Volts2 + C4 x Volts + C3 + C2 x TdegC + C1 x TdegC2 + 
C0 x Volts x TdegC

Where:

Tilt is a value in mm/m. 

C5...C0 are factors for A-axis or B-axis.
Volts is the sensor reading in volts.

TdegC is the temperature reading in degrees Centigrade
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Calculating Tilt
in mm/m

Sensor 14384 gives an A-axis reading of 0.4137 V at 6.7°C.  
The calibration record lists these factors for tilt in mm/m: 

AC5 = -3.3789E-3
AC4 = 7.9648E1
AC3 = 5.4138
AC2 = -2.9838E-2
AC1 = -2.5159E-4
AC0=9.8415E-3

Tilt =C5 x Volts2 + C4 x Volts + C3 + C2 x TdegC + C1 x TdegC2 + 
C0 x Volts x TdegC

Tilt = -3.3789E-3 x 0.41372 + 7.9648E1 x 0.4137 + 5.4138 + 
-2.9838E-2 x 6.7 +  -2.5159E-46.72 + 9.8415E-3 x 0.4137 x 6.7

Tilt = 38.1797

Calculating Tilt
in Degrees

Sensor 14384 gives an A-axis reading of 0.4137 V at 6.7°C.  The calibra-
tion record for sensor 14384 lists these factors for tilt in degrees: 

AC5 = -3.3789E-3
AC4 = 7.9648E1
AC3 = 5.4138
AC2 = -2.9838E-2
AC1 = -2.5159E-4
AC0=9.8415E-3

Tilt =C5 x Volts2 + C4 x Volts + C3 + C2 x TdegC + C1 x TdegC2 + 
C0 x Volts x TdegC

Tilt = -3.3789E-3 x 0.41372 + 7.9648E1 x 0.4137 + 5.4138 + 
-2.9838E-2 x 6.7 +  -2.5159E-46.72 + 9.8415E-3 x 0.4137 x 6.7

Tilt = 38.1797

Tilt(degrees) = arcsin(Tiltmm/m/1000)

Tilt (degrees) = arcsin(38.1797/1000)

Tilt = 2.188°
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Calculating Deviation To calculate deviation over the gauge length of the sensor, use either
formula below:

Deviationmm = Tiltmm/m x gauge_lengthm
or
Deviationmm = sin(Tiltdeg) x gauge_lengthmm

Example: Sensor 14384 has a gauge length of 2 meters. The examples below use 
the temperature corrected tilt values. 

Deviationmm = 38.1797 mm/m x 2 m
Deviationmm = 76.3594

Deviationmm = sin(2.188) x 2000 mm
Deviationmm = 76.3570

Calculating
Displacement

Displacement (movement) is the change in deviation:

Displacement = Deviation current – Deviation initial

Direction of
Movement for

Horizontal Sensor

Horizontal inclinometer casing must be installed with one set of 
grooves oriented to vertical. Make sure the sensors are installed with 
the fixed wheel pointing down.

Far-End Reference When the far end of the casing or the far end of the sensor is used as the
reference, negative displacements indicate upward movement and 
positive displacements indicate downward movement.
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Near-End Reference When the near end of the casing or the near end of the sensor is used as
the reference, negative displacements indicate downward movement 
and positive displacements indicate upward movement.
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 Connection to Data Loggers

CR10X or CR1000 These instructions provide information needed for reading uniaxial and 
biaxial IPIs with the Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger system. 

Sample Program: A sample CR1000 monitoring program is available at 
the Slope Indicator website. Go to www.slopeindicator.com. Then navi-
gate to Support -> TechNotes -> DataLoggers, and look for sample pro-
grams. 

Wiring Diagrams: The wiring diagrams on the following pages show 
how to connect uniaxial and biaxial IPIs to the Campbell Scientific 
CR1000 datalogger system.

Wiring Diagram 1 Uniaxial sensor connected directly to CR1000

Wiring Diagram 2 Biaxial sensor connected directly to CR1000
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Wiring Diagram 3 Uniaxial sensor connected to AM16/32 multiplexer

Wiring Diagram 4 Biaxial sensor connected to AM16/32 multiplexer
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